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SUMMARY

Thequenchperformanceofthefinalsix17m-long,40mm-apertureSSC model
dipolesmadeatBrookhavenNationalLaboratoryispresentedinsummaryform.Thesix
magnetsareof similarconstruction,exceptfortwo features:(I)thecopper-to-
superconductorratiooftheinnercable(either1.3:1or1.5:1)and(2)theaxialpreioadat
4.35K. The inner coil quench performancedoes not appearto be correlatedwith the
copper-to-superconductorratio. There doesappearto be a correlationbetween the outer
coil quenchperformanceand thecold axial preload.

INTRODUCTION

The constructionof the final six full-length 40 mm-apertureCollider dipoles at
BNL was intended, among other things, to test the effect of the inner coil copper-to-
superconductorratioon quenchperformance.Thefirstthreemagnets,DC0201 -DC0203,
had Cu:S.C. = 1.5:1 and the last three, DC0204 - DC0206, had Cu:S.C. ffi 1.3:1. The
stabilityof cable in short-samplemeasurementshas been found to be dependenton the
Cu:SC ratio.' In other respects the magnetswere intended to be alike, with axial and
azimuthalpreloadinoperationupto6.5kA (6.6T).Constructiondetailspertinenttothis
notearelistedinTableI.Theremainingconstructionfeaturesaredescribedmorefully
elsewhere2.3.

First,thisnoteexaminesthequenchperformanceoftheinnercoils.Thequench
performanceofthemagnetsisshowninFigs.I-6.Aliofthemagnetsachievedaplateau
at4.35K,withtheplateauquenchesoriginatingintheinnercoil.Fourofthemagnets
quenchedrepeatedlyinthepolemm (mm 16),indicatingconductorlimitedquenches.For
thesemagnets,theratiooftheconductorlimitedquenchcurrent,ICL,tOthequenchcurrent
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estimated from short-sample tests, Iss, is tallied in Table II. In two of the magnets, the
plateau quenches originated in mms near the pole turn as noted in Table II. For these
magnets, the data yield only a limit on the ratio la/Iu. The limit is probably I% - 2%
below the actual valueof the ratio. This uncertainlyLimitsthe accuracy of the comparison
to about 2%, which is comparableto the uncertainty from other sources such as magnet
temperature and short-sample measurements. (The three magnets made with Cu:S.C. -
1.3:1 ali contain cable fromthe same spool; la/Iss varies I% in this set.) Within this 2%
uncertainty, Ict./Issshows no dependence on the Cu:S.C. ratio.

Anotherapproach to testing for effects of the Cu:S.C. ratio is to count the number
of inner coil trainingquenches. This enumeration can be brokeninto three parts: initial
quenching, quenchingafter a thermal cycle, and quenching at low tempeerature. (Outer
coil quenches have been ignored for this exercise.) In the initial quench testing, one of
the three magnets in each group has no training quenchesand the other two do. The total
number of training quenches for each group of three magnets(two for the magnets with
Cu:S.C. - 1.5:1, four for the magnets with Cu:S.C. = 1.3:1) is small and not
significantly different for the two groups. After the thermal cycle, the two groups have
the same performance (one magnet with no retraining, two magnets with one retraining
quench each). At low temperature,ali three magnetswith Cu:S.C. - 1.5:1 reachplateau
with little additional training as does the one magnet (DC0206) with Cu:S.C. = 1.3:1
whose low temperature performance was not limited by the outer coil. In all, no
significantdifference is found between the numberof training quenches in the two groups
of magnets.

When the magnetswere tested, quench origins in the outercoil were found in four
of the magents. A careful review of the construction features (Table D and quench
performance (Table II) was made. The experimentwith magnetDC0201, whereoutercoil
quenches were observedafter the end preload was reduced,coupled with experiencewith
the 1.8 m-long, 50 mm-aperturemagnets, which had improvedquench performance as a
result of increasingthe end preload,4suggested that increasingthe end preload mighthelp.
Consequently, the room temperature end preload in the last magnet, DC0206, was
increasedsignificantly. No quenchesoccurred in the outercoilsof this magnet. A review
of the outer coil quenches and end loading of these magnets shows a simple correlation:
magnetswith end preloadat 4.35 K of 5600 lbs. or moredo not quench in the outercoil;
those with cold end preload of 2000 lbs. or less do.s

In addition to the warm end preload, two factorsinfluenced the cold end preload.
First, theinterface between the yoke and collars was changeddue to the addition of 3 mil
shims after magnet DC0201. Second, the yoke packing factor was increased for the last
four magnets. The combinationof these two changes clearly influenced the axial preload
duringcooldown. The DC0201 end preloadincreased5600 lbs. duringcooldown, whereas
the largest increase in the later magnets was 200 lbs., and most lost significantly. The
large increase in the warm end preload of DC0206 compensated for the observed
cooldown loss in the magnets with yoke-collar shims and extra laminations.

DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their

employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views

and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.
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Figure 1. Quench history for magnet DC0201. This magnet was conditioned
by ramping three times to 6.8 kA at 3.5 K before the first quench.
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Figure 2. Quench history for magnet DC0202
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Figure 3. Quench history for magnet DC0203.

Figure 4. Quench history for magnet DC0204.
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Figure 5. Quech history for magnet DC0205.
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Figure 6. Quench history for magnet DC0206. This magnet was conditioned

by ramping three times to 6.8 kA at 3.5 K before the first quench.



Table I. Magnet Construction Features

Cable
FO

cEoP°XY
ntent

Cable (%) Yoke Weight (Ibs.)

Before After No. of
_._0 Cu:Sc extra extra L_ons

Magnet Inner Outer Ic(7T) 4.-3K5 I O Inner Lares. Lams. Added

DC0201 I-B0310 S-2071 7851 6738 24 24 1.5:1 11295.06 11295.06 0

DC0202 1-5264 I-B0359 7791 6800 20 24 1.5:1 11306.20 11306.20 0

DC0203 1-5264 I-B0359 7791 6800 20 24 1.5:1 11306.76 11315.36 7

DC0204 S-2346 I-B0397 8368 6944 20 24 1.3:1 11307.64 11315.24 7

DC0205 S-2346 I-B0359 8368 6944 20 24 1.3:1 11309.29 I1321.19 II
I-B0397

DC0206 S-2346 I-B0640 8368 6944 20 20 1.3:1 11309.39 11314.79 5
I-B0641

NOTES:

1. 201: No shims; 202-206:3 rail shims at poles betw_,_ collar and yoke.. 202,203,205,206:Increasedendforcebeforetest.
3. 203: Asymmetry of one outer coil wedge reversed.
4. 201,204: Bridge, via RTV/weld of end tubes, between end plate and yoke. .
5. This series o! magnets used low carbon steel spacers between blocks rather than stainless steel spacers

as used in earlier magnets.
6. The yoke design spec.ified a fixed weight of steel over the specifiedyoke length..When spaces

._xween yoke blocks developed Ifec.ause or. more compact yoke blocks, extra laminations were
mistakenly added in the later magnets, giving a higher yol_e density in these magnets.

Table II. Magnet Performance.
,,, ,, , ,, ,., , ,

No. of
Training

Cold AzimuthalPrcstrcss Total End Force (lbs.) Q

a,lnner, o,Outer, 12for
I:0 I=0 o,lnncr=O ARcr Cold, Cold, Force at

Magnet (PSi) (PSI) (lO.)2 Welding Before (_ Alter Q l=:40(kA) 2 I O lct.(A) lcr/lm

DCff'201 4000 3800 27 1400 5600 7200 9000 0 0 6788 1.007

DC0202 3220 2970 28 3100 1600 4130 6800 1 0 > 6899 > 1.015

DC0203 2340 4130 22 3690 lgl0 3060 5600 1 5 > 6803 > 1.000

DC0204 3000 3800 25 1600 1800 3600 6000 3 5 6961 1.002

DC0206 2820 3900 25 2800 2000 2800 4000 0 8 6985 1.006

DC0206 5200 4400 31 10000 6000 7400 10700 I 0 6920 0.997

NOTES:

1. 202: IcLfrom the second quench. The other plateau quenches orighutt, d in turn 13.
2. 203: All plateau quenches originated in turn [5.

3. The outer coil quenching ob_rved in the training of some of the magnets persists also in the lowertemperature quenching tests of these magnets.
4. The fourth column indicates the value of P b6yond which the inner coil prestress is zero.

For I = 6.5 kA, P = 42 0c.A)2.
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5. The outer coil quenches in DC0203 may not bear on the question of axial restraint,
since ali but three were near the location of the incorrectly-instaUed outer coil wedge
(see Table I). The three quenches after the thermal cycle were far from this wedge.
But the last two of these occurred near the warm end of the magnet when the
temperature rise across the magnet was unusually high (100 mk versus 40 mk).
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